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INFORMATION REDLINING:  
A LIST OF SELECTED READINGS

TIMOTHY L. COGGINS & RHONDA OZIEL

In earlier essays Henry Perritt, Marvin Anderson, Gary Bass and Patrice McDermott discuss the increasing use of computers to access information through the information superhighway, the Internet and online services, the increasing reliance on electronic formats by publishers and the federal government and the continuing debate about “information redlining.” They indicate that information redlining is broader than just the availability and effects of technology and enhanced online services on lower income, minority and rural communities. It also deals with what information will be available to these groups. As more and more data comes in digital form and when some information can be found only in cyberspace, some believe that the economically disadvantaged and the rural communities will suffer more significantly than the affluent and the urban communities. This bibliography, distributed at the “National Conference on Legal Information Issues,” provides locations for additional perspectives about the subjects discussed by the panelists.
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Civic Media Project Urges Clinton Administration, FCC to Protect Public Interest on Information Superhighway, U.S. Newswire, Dec. 19, 1994 (available on LEXIS/NEXIS).


47 Fed. Comm. L.J. 153-455 (1994) (special issue on the Sixtieth Anniversary of the Communications Act of 1934. This special issue includes several articles about the information superhighway, but no article that specifically addresses information redlining).


Peter J. Graumann, Are We Almost There Yet? The Road to the Information Superhighway, Tech. & Learning, March 1994, at 28.


Peter Leyden, *Cost of Technology Could Lead to Future of Data Haves, Have-Not*, Star Tribune, July 17, 1994, at 1A.

*Libraries and Their Role in the Information Infrastructure: Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities of the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources, 103d Cong., 2d Sess.* (1994).
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*A Redlined Information Highway?*, Chicago Tribune, July 9, 1994, at N18.


